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The Common Algebraic Specification Language CASL [9] provides a standard
language for algebraic specification, expressive enough to subsume and thus unify
many of the existing languages. At the basic level, the CASL logic is multi-sorted
partial first-order logic with subsorting and induction. Moreover, sublogics can be
obtained by restricting one or many of the features of the logics (e.g. partiality,
subsorting) and the design of the CASL logic allows for language extensions
(e.g. higher-order or coalgebraic extensions) which can be integrated easily. An
extension of CASL to heterogeneous multi-logic specifications is supported by
the Heterogeneous Tools Set Hets [8].
The Logic Atlas and Integrator (LATIN) project [1] develops a foundationally unconstrained framework for the representation of logics and translations
between them [11]. It integrates proof-theoretical frameworks (such as LF [4])
and model-theoretic frameworks (such as institutions [3]) by giving a general
definition of a logical framework, called the LATIN meta-framework [2].
The LATIN meta-framework follows a “logics-as-theories and translations-asmorphisms” approach, providing a generic construction of a logic from a theory
graph in a logical framework. In particular, this has the advantage that we can
use declarative logic representations in the LATIN meta-framework to automatically give rise to implementations of these logics. Thus, Hets can be extended
conveniently not only on the developer’s side but also directly by the user, in a
significantly simplified manner.
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guage. Our representation follows closely the definition of the CASL logic in [9]. Firstly, we reprePCFOLMod
sent the syntax, proof theory and model theory
of the multi-sorted version of CASL (PCFOL) in LF, which results in the diagram of LF theories and theory morphisms on the right. PCFOLSyn encodes the
syntax by declaring one LF symbol for every class of expressions in CASL (e.g.,
sorts, functions, predicates, terms, etc.). This representation includes declaration patterns for CASL signatures, a new notion we add to LF that represents
the different kind of symbol declarations allowed in signatures of a logic or a
related declarative language [5]. PCFOLPf encodes the proof-theory by adding
one LF constant for every proof rule. PCFOLMod encodes CASL models as theories of set theory ZFC, and µ interprets the CASL syntax by mapping each
CASL concept in PCFOLSyn to a CASL model.

Secondly, we represent only the syntax of subsorting explicitly in a signature CASLSyn and obtain its semantics and proof theory via a translation of
subsorting in PCFOL. We then use a logic program in the Twelf [10] implementation of LF combined with a pattern-based functor to implement the signature
and expression translation from CASLSyn to PCFOLSyn . The Twelf meta-theory
guarantees that this translation preserves typing. The Twelf sources of our representation are available in the LATIN Logic Atlas [6].
This representation of CASL has two major benefits. Firstly, CASL extensions or variants can now be easily defined in LF and added to Hets automatically. Secondly, we can apply knowledge management services [7] (such as search,
change management, querying, presentation, etc.) via the LATIN framework to
CASL specifications.
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